Is a Coach Tour for me?
Fully Escorted Tours on a Budget
TOURING BY COACH is a very successful and enjoyable way to appreciate these three countries,
particularly for those with a limited time frame.
EVERY TOUR is guided by a professional, multilingual guide. These are multilingual tours and the
national language of the tour operator will tend to be the first commentary you will hear, followed by
English or another language predominant on the tour and so forth. At certain times of year and on
certain tour departures, the mix of nationalities and languages can vary greatly and on occasions,
there may be a reduced number of English speakers in the tour group on which you are travelling.
The tour guides are always attentive to the mix of nationalities and languages predominant on any
particular departure and will do their utmost to ensure your tour experience is one worth
remembering.
COMBINED TOURING. Longer tours can be a combination of two or more different departures for
operational purposes and some passengers may not continue the entire journey with you. Combined
departures will usually mean change/s of coach & guide/s.
MOROCCO BY FERRY. For tours that travel across to Morocco, you will be accompanied by an
assistant on the ferry, but not your official tour guide. For tours combining Spain and Morocco, you
will be looked after in Spain by a Spanish tour company and onboard guide and then a different tour
company and onboard guide will escort you in Morocco. Once you have gone through customs at
either end of the crossing, you are met by your relevant bus and tour guide.
GROUP SIZE. While this greatly depends on the time of year and tour chosen, groups are up to 55
people in size, with some departures larger in peak seasons. In the event of a larger than normal tour,
the bus may be a double decker.
REGULAR AND GUARANTEED DEPARTURES so that you can be sure that when you book your
tour, it will go ahead – guaranteed!* (*Exceptional and unforeseen operator circumstances may apply.)
Some combined country tours with Morocco are subject to minimum numbers. Please ask us for
clarification.
NO HASSLE. One of the many great benefits of touring by coach is that all your accommodation,
transport and sightseeing is included with both on board and local guides.
FREE TIME. As most of the days are spent sightseeing, some free time is available but it is limited
and depends on the specific tour. Check the individual itineraries for more details.
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Is a Coach Tour for me? cont…
PROFESSIONAL LOCAL GUIDES. So that you don’t miss out on anything in the major cities
and towns.
COACHES are fully air conditioned and have panoramic windows and reclinable seats. While the
majority of the coaches do not have on board toilet facilities, all tours will make frequent rest
stops.
ACCOMMODATION. Is in standard tour hotels that are chosen for their reliability and service. The
star ratings correspond to the legislation of the corresponding countries. Hotels will not always be in
the centre of the city. It is important to note that where there are 2 categories of accommodation
on a tour, your coach will collect and drop off passengers at different hotels in each city.
MEALS are included on most of the tours at the hotels and are generally international menus. This
takes the worry out of choosing, but there are also usually plenty of opportunities available on the
tours to head out and sample the local cuisines on your own.
DISCOUNTS APPLY to children travelling with adults. Just ask us for more information.
AFFORDABLE. Travelling in a tour is a very economical way of travelling and allows you to save
that extra cash for shopping!
SAFETY. Travelling in a group can not only be a lot of fun, but you can feel safe at all times as you
are travelling in numbers and are accompanied by your guide during your guided visits.
TRAVELLING ALONE. It can not only be a lonely experience, but also a very expensive one!
Touring by coach opens up opportunities to meet people of all ages, from all cultures and share the
unique experience of new places with them.
ARE TRANSFERS INCLUDED? No, but they can be added to your booking with pre and or post
tour accommodation.

Happy Travelling!
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